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Abstract

Comparing mitochondrial and genomic phylogenies is an essential tool for investigating speciation

processes, because each genome carries different inheritance properties and evolutionary

characteristics. Furthermore, mitonuclear discordance may arise from ecological adaptation, historic

isolation, population size changes, and sex-biased dispersal. Closely related taxa are expected to

experience gene flow; however, this may not be true for insular populations or populations isolated in

refugia. The four-lined snake Elaphe quatuorlineata has a fragmented distribution, separating popula-

tions of the Italian and Balkan Peninsulas, whereas several insular Aegean populations of significantly

smaller body size (Cyclades island group and Skyros Island, Greece) are currently considered distinct

subspecies. We constructed the species-tree phylogeny of this species utilizing genome-wide single

nucleotide polymorphisms and a gene-tree based on complete cytochrome b sequences, aiming to

detect convergence and discrepancies between biparentally and maternally inherited genomes.

Population structuring, phylogenetic patterns and migration events among geographically defined lin-

eages supported our hypothesis of isolation in multiple sub-refugia. Where biogeographical barriers

did not restrict subsequent dispersal, extensive genetic exchange occurred between mainland Balkan

populations. This process has led to the mitochondrial sweep of an ancestral mitolineage that survived

only in peripheral (East Greece) and insular populations (North Cyclades and Skyros). The Central

Cyclades represent an ancient lineage for both molecular markers that emerged almost 3.3 Mya.

Considering their distinct morphology, insular E. quatuorlineata populations should be the future focus

of an extensive sampling, especially since the mitonuclear discordance observed in this species could

be related to ecological adaptations, such as the island-dwarfism phenomenon.

Key words: Aegean Islands, Elaphe quatuorlineata species-tree, genome-wide SNPs, mitochondrial introgression, phylogeogra-

phy, refugia within refugia

The molecular traits of the mitochondrial genome (mtDNA), mainly

the absence of recombination, the uniparental inheritance and a

relatively constant mutation rate, have led to its extensive use in the

reconstruction of time-calibrated, maternal phylogenies for the past

three decades (Ballard and Whitlock 2004). In recent years, massive-

ly parallel sequencing allowed for the collection of an overwhelming

amount of genome-wide data that was expected to complement

the mitochondrial reconstructions. However, it seems that the
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discordance between the maternal and biparental phylogenies is as

common as their congruence (Rubinoff and Holland 2005; Toews

and Brelsford 2012) and it is not always straightforward to under-

stand the underlying evolutionary histories, when different datasets

support incongruous patterns (Sloan et al. 2017). Due to the differ-

ent inheritance properties and evolutionary characteristics of each

genome, comparing mtDNA and genomic phylogenies is an essential

tool for representing the complexity of speciation processes

(Rubinoff and Holland 2005), especially since mitonuclear incompa-

tibilities have been identified as an important reproductive barrier

(Sloan et al. 2017).

Speciation is typically thought to occur in the absence of gene

flow, nevertheless, hybridization and genomic introgression between

closely related species is far from rare (Mallet 2005). On the other

hand, conspecific populations are expected to experience extensive

gene flow but if they are respectively isolated, they may undergo

evolutionary processes that promote speciation by favoring small

population size and the fixation of rare alleles (founder and bottle-

neck events), or local ecological adaptations. This particularly

applies for insular populations or populations that survived in dis-

tinct refugia, as well as populations living in differentiated environ-

ments (Bierne et al. 2013). Biparentally inherited genetic markers

are present as two different alleles in heterozygotic individuals, thus

evolutionary processes (e.g., selection or population-size changes)

and historical events (e.g., isolation of populations or migration

events) affect the distribution of allele frequencies and analyses of

such markers can trace back this effect and reveal fine patterns in

population clustering and genetic admixture.

Gene flow is expected to be restored after isolated populations

reach secondary contact, but genetic exchange between them is usual-

ly not symmetrical, showing a directional movement from one popu-

lation into the other (Toews and Brelsford 2012; Sloan et al. 2017).

Moreover, as the equilibrium of migration–selection–drift among

populations changes through space and time, patterns of genetic het-

erogeneity may not necessarily be reflected across the whole genome

(Bierne et al. 2013; Ravinet et al. 2017). For example, introgression of

mtDNA from one population into another may occur without nuclear

gene flow (Toews and Brelsford 2012). This may be a consequence

of selective pressure for a locally adapted mitotype (Ballard and

Whitlock 2004; Chan and Levin 2005) or/and the effect of non-

adaptive mechanisms, such as disparities in range size or abundance

between hybridizing populations (Funk and Omland 2003), rapid

lineage sorting of the mtDNA due to its four-fold smaller effective

population size (Chan and Levin 2005; Currat et al. 2008) and sex-

biased dispersal (Excoffier et al. 2008; Toews and Brelsford 2012).

Phylogeographic studies based on mitochondrial and nuclear

markers suggest that secondary contact between parapatric forms

can lead to genetic introgression across the species boundaries and

in several cases mtDNA introgression was found between

European populations of the grass snake species-complex (Kindler

et al. 2013), Italian fire salamanders (Bisconti et al. 2018), and asp

vipers (Barbanera et al. 2009). Most of the divergence between

incipient European species has occurred during a succession of

contraction/expansion cycles, dramatically affecting the range,

size, and isolation of their ancestral populations (Hewitt 2011).

Climate oscillations related to the glacial/interglacial cycles of

the Quaternary repeatedly forced several European species to shift

their distributions, driving the divergence of closely related line-

ages during isolation in refugia, such as the southern parts of the

European Peninsulas, and their postglacial secondary contact

(Hewitt 2011; Nieto-Feliner 2011).

In this sense, European species provide ideal natural systems

to study complex speciation processes, such as the genetic exchange

between incompletely isolated taxa that reach secondary contact.

Particularly interesting are those species that 1) are composed of re-

cently evolved and closely related lineages, 2) include populations

both widely distributed and regionally confined, covering a range

of ecological conditions and differing in the degree of geographic

isolation and 3) present marked differentiation in phenotypic traits

possibly related to fitness (Friis et al. 2016). Amphibians and reptiles

are best candidate study-organisms because ectotherms are expected

to be more severely affected by past climatic oscillations, but also

because closely related taxa found syntopically can exhibit niche-

divergence or differentiation in life-history traits that reduces gene

flow between them (Wielstra and Arntzen 2012).

The four-lined snake, Elaphe quatuorlineata (Lacépède, 1789),

is a protected European species (Crnobrnja-Isailovi�c et al. 2009)

that shows a fragmented distribution with a gap separating popula-

tions in the southern parts of the Italian and Balkan Peninsulas. It

also occurs in several Aegean Islands and some of these insular

populations show unique morphological features, regarding the

color patterns of the young snakes, body size, and number of scales

(Cattaneo 1998; 1999). Based on these differences, several subspe-

cies are described (Figure 1b); E. q. parensis (Cattaneo 1999)

(endemic of Paros Island, Cyclades island group, central Aegean), E.

q. muenteri (Bedriaga 1882) (several other Cycladic islands), E. q.

scyrensis (Cattaneo 1999) (endemic of Skyros Island, northern

Aegean), and E. q. quatuorlineata (Bonnaterre 1790) which is found

on the mainland and adjacent islands. Animals described as

muenteri and scyrensis, and to some extent parensis, are smaller

(120–140 cm, up to 160 cm for parensis; Cattaneo 1998, 1999),

whereas quatuorlineata is large and often exceeds 200 cm in length.

The first insight on the four-lined snake’s phylogeny was based

on mitochondrial markers and corroborated the existence of cryptic

speciation (Kornilios et al. 2014). The three major maternal lineages

corresponded to the Cyclades islands, Skyros Island and Italy/

Balkans. Several subclades were also found; one for each Peninsula

and within the southern Balkans. Finally, molecular evidence sug-

gested past population restriction and subsequent rapid expansion

for this species and especially its southern Balkan populations. So

the mitochondrial phylogeny, although unresolved in some cases,

showed a geographical pattern linked to known Italian and Balkan

refugia. Additionally it supported a deep mitochondrial differenti-

ation among the subspecies muenteri, scyrensis and quatuorlineata,

but since the first two were not sister-lineages, the smaller body size

of these snakes might reflect the island-dwarfism phenomenon ra-

ther than common ancestry.

In this study, we revisit the four-lined snake diversification by

utilizing genome-wide markers, generated with the double-digest

Restriction-site Associated DNA approach (ddRAD), and complete

cytochrome b sequences (cytb). Our aim was to construct the first

genomic phylogeny of the species and then compare patterns and

detect convergence and discrepancies between the biparentally and

uniparentally inherited genomes. Analyses of the genome-wide

markers were used to detect population size changes and historical

events of isolation and migration, and reveal population clustering

and genetic admixture among clusters. We identified genetic clusters

within E. quatuorlineata and subsequently tested their distinctive-

ness with phylogenetic methods and species-tree analyses. We

expected convergence in genomic and mitochondrial divergence-

patterns for populations that have undergone long periods of genetic

isolation or show restricted gene flow with their current
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conspecifics. In this case, diversification patterns would coincide

with ancestral refugia (e.g., the Italian and Balkan Peninsulas) and/

or currently isolated insular populations (e.g., Cyclades and Skyros

Islands). On the contrary, populations that were historically

restricted and subsequently expanded, as is the case of the mainland

populations in the south Balkans, would exhibit incongruent genetic

patterns for maternal and biparental genomes and possibly show

asymmetric genetic introgression due to secondary contact.

Material and Methods

Sampling
We originally obtained 70 specimens of E. quatuorlineata and its

sister-species E. sauromates (Pallas 1811) from museum collections

(Supplementary Table S1). Due to the low DNA quality of some speci-

mens, amplification, and/or library preparation was not successful in

all cases. However, the final mitochondrial (51 specimens) and genom-

ic (30 specimens) datasets (Figure 1) satisfy our sampling strategy,

which was designed to represent the major mitochondrial lineages

found in Kornilios et al. (2014) and the most important biogeograph-

ical regions: the Italian Peninsula, the Ionian islands, West and East

Continental Greece (in respect to the Pindos Mt. Range; Figure 1),

Peloponnesos, Skyros Island, and the Cyclades island group.

Molecular data
DNA extraction and mtDNA sequencing

We extracted high molecular weight DNA using the Qiagen

DNEasy extraction kit. We used Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

to amplify the complete cytb gene with primers L14919 (de Queiroz

et al. 2002) and H16064 (Burbrink et al. 2000), and a protocol that

involved an initial cycle of denaturation at 95�C for 5 min, and 35

subsequent cycles at 94�C for 1 min, 50�C for 1 min and 72�C for

1 min. Sequences were obtained using both primers of the amplifica-

tion procedure (GENEWIZ), aligned in ClustalX 2.0.12 (Larkin

et al. 2007) and deposited in GenBank.

ddRAD library preparation and sequencing

We collected ddRAD data following previously published proto-

cols, adaptors, and indices (Peterson et al. 2012). Specifically, we

double-digested 500 ng of genomic DNA for each sample with 20

units each of 2 restriction enzymes (SbfI: restriction site 50-

CCTGCAGG-30; MspI: restriction site 50-CCGG-30, New England

Biolabs) for 6 h at 37�C. Fragments were purified with Sera Mag

Magnetic Beads (Millipore Sigma) before ligation of barcoded

Illumina adaptors. Samples with unique adaptors were pooled, and

each pool of 8 samples was size-selected for fragments in the range

of 415–515 bp, after accounting for adaptor length, using a Pippin

Prep system (Sage Sciences). Illumina multiplexing read indices

were ligated to individual samples using a Phusion polymerase kit

(high-fidelity Taq polymerase, New England Biolabs) and the final

pools were again purified before their fragment size distribution

and concentration were determined on an Agilent 2200

TapeStation (Agilent Technologies). A final quantitative PCR

(qPCR) was performed to determine sequenceable library concen-

trations, before sequencing on a single Illumina HiSeq 4000 lane

A

B

Figure 1. (A) Map of the Aegean region with sampling localities and codes of E. quatuorlineata specimens (see also Supplementary Table S1). Black points repre-

sent specimens for which both mtDNA sequences of the complete cytb gene and genome-wide SNPs were obtained, whereas for specimens with white points

only cytb was available. (B) Map of the Cyclades island group with the respective sampling localities and codes, and the distribution of the currently described

subspecies (E. quatuorlineata quatuorlineata, E. q. muenteri, E. q. parensis, and E. q. scyrensis). The approximate geographical position of the Pindos Mt. Range

and the outline of the Cyclades Plateau (CP) during the late Pleistocene (modified by Kapsimalis et al. 2009) are shown.
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under a 50 bp single-end read protocol (Genomics Sequencing

Laboratory, UC Berkeley).

ddRAD bioinformatics and single nucleotide polymorphism data

collection

We processed raw Illumina reads using the program ipyrad 0.7.8

(Eaton 2014). We demultiplexed samples using their unique barcode

and adaptor sequences, and reduced each read to 39 bp after remov-

ing the 6 bp restriction site overhang and the 5 bp barcode. Sites

with Phred quality scores under 99% (Phred score ¼ 20) were

changed into “N” characters, and reads with �10% N’s were dis-

carded. Samples that passed the quality filters but had <50,000

reads were excluded from further analyses.

Within the ipyrad pipeline, the filtered reads for each sample

were clustered using VSEARCH 2.4.3 (Rognes et al. 2016) and

aligned with MUSCLE 3.8.31 (Edgar 2004). We assembled the

ddRADseq data using a relatively stringent clustering threshold of

92% in order to reduce the risk of combining paralogs. As an add-

itional filtering step, consensus sequences that had low coverage

(<10 reads), excessive undetermined or heterozygous sites (>4) or

too many haplotypes (>2 for diploids) were discarded. The consen-

sus sequences were clustered across samples using the within-sample

clustering threshold (92%). Again, alignment was done with

MUSCLE, applying a paralog filter that removes loci with excessive

shared heterozygosity among samples (paralog filter ¼ 200). The

number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) per locus was

set to a maximum of 10 to minimize the possibility of returning

paralogs. We generated final datasets by testing 4 levels of missing

data, expressed as the minimum number of individuals with data for

a given locus: 100% (i.e., all loci are present for all samples), 90%

(each locus present in at least 90% of the samples), 75%, and 50%,

respectively. Higher levels of missing data will increase the number

of loci and SNPs in the final data matrix but can also negatively in-

fluence downstream analyses. For different analyses, we generated

different types of final data matrices including the entire ddRAD

locus (variable and invariant sites), all variable sites (SNPs), or 1

random SNP from each putatively unlinked locus (uSNPs), using

ipyrad’s branching method to generate the appropriate dataset for

the specific set of samples.

Phylogenetic analyses, population clustering, molecular

dating
Mitochondrial gene tree and estimation of divergence times

Partitioned Maximum Likelihood (ML) analysis was carried out in

IQ-TREE 1.4.3 (Nguyen et al. 2015), with the “partitionfinder” and

“Auto” options (Chernomor et al. 2016) that determined the best

partitioning scheme and the best-fit substitution model for each par-

tition ([the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano model with invariable positions

(HKYþI) for the 1st and HKY for the 2nd and 3rd codon position].

Nodal support of the tree was tested via the standard non-

parametric bootstrap approach with 1,000 alignments (Felsenstein

1985), the ultrafast bootstrap (UFBoot) approximation with 10,000

alignments (UFBoot; Minh et al. 2013), 10,000 replicates of the

Shimodaira–Hasegawa-like approximate likelihood ratio test (SH-

aLRT; Guindon et al. 2010), and the approximate Bayes test

(abayes; Anisimova et al. 2011).

Since our aim was to reconstruct the phylogeography of E. qua-

tuorlineata in the Aegean, we did not use dated paleogeographic

events of this region, to avoid circular reasoning. Instead, we used

“external” calibration age-constraints, combining our cytb

sequences with 44 published sequences from GenBank to produce

the phylogeny of colubrid and natricid snakes (Supplementary Table

S2). The same approach has been successfully used before

(Kuriyama et al. 2011; Wood et al. 2011; Kyriazi et al. 2013) and its

validity for molecular dating was thoroughly tested in the case of E.

quatuorlineata/sauromates by Kornilios et al. (2014). Here, we used

the age of three fossil records (the earliest Lampropeltis,

Pantherophis, and Thamnophis fossils, respectively), two of which

are situated within the Colubrinae, and one within the Natricinae.

We incorporated the fossil ages by choosing prior age distributions

so that the youngest age of the distribution corresponded to the

youngest possible age at which that lineage existed and a standard

deviation so that 95% of the log-normal distribution was younger

than the oldest age of appearance.

Analyses ran in BEAST 1.8.4 (Drummond et al. 2012) under an

uncorrelated log-normal relaxed molecular clock with a Yule prior

on rates of cladogenesis. In order to conform to the Yule model, we

ran the analysis on a reduced dataset including one sample for each

main mtDNA clade (see results). We employed the HKY model of

substitution with independent parameters for each codon position.

We performed 4 runs with a chain length of 5 � 107 iterations and a

burn-in of 25%, which were checked for convergence ([Effective

Sample Size (ESS)> 200] in TRACER 1.6 (Rambaut and

Drummond 2009), combined in LogCombiner, and then produced

the chronogram with TreeAnnotator and FigTree.

Genomic DNA analyses

Population genetic structure: We used the 100% uSNPs dataset (0%

of missing data, unlinked SNPs) to study population genetic struc-

ture and investigate the number and geographic distribution of gen-

etically distinct groups. We applied this strict cut-off on missing

data in order to avoid overestimation of genetic clusters, since popu-

lation structure analyses that are based on the estimation of allele

frequencies can be particularly sensitive to the presence of rare

alleles (Falush et al. 2007). First, we ran a discriminant analysis of

principal components (DAPC) with the adegenet package in R

(Jombart 2008; Jombart et al. 2010). A model of admixture is not

required in this analysis, so it is expected to perform better when

organisms exhibit continuous spatial population structure (Royal

et al. 2010). We set the maximum number of clusters to 12, used the

optim.a.score function to optimize the number of principal compo-

nents (PCs) and the Bayesian inference criterion (BIC) to determine

the number of independent genetic clusters (K) with the highest

probability.

Second, we ran STRUCTURE 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al. 2000) in

order to also detect possible admixture among population clusters.

We originally tested the probability of different numbers (1–12) of

K assuming correlated versus independent allele frequencies and ad-

mixture versus no admixture models. We run each test with 3 inde-

pendent replicates (2.5 � 104 iterations each, 50% burn-in) and

evaluated the stability of the likelihood and admixture proportion

(Q score) values within and among replicates as an indication of

convergence. The optimal K (Kopt) was then estimated for each test

over all runs by examining log-likelihood per K [lnP(X/K)]

(Pritchard et al. 2000) and Evanno’s DK (Evanno et al. 2005) with

the CLUMPAK online web server (Kopelman et al. 2015), its

“greedy” option and 2,000 random input orders. Kopt, the stability

of alignments for each K and the respective probabilities of the clus-

tering, was compared among tests. Although Kopt did not vary, the

admixture model with correlated allele frequencies (Fst with mean

value of 0.01 6 0.05) showed a higher probability. Conclusively,
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final analyses were performed under these assumptions, with 5 runs

of 5 � 105 iterations each (50% burn-in). The degree of admixture

between each subpopulation (a¼0.01 6 0.05) and the distribution

of allele frequencies (k ¼ 0.46 for K¼1) were inferred from our

data. We applied a hierarchical approach, analyzing first all samples

of E. quatuorlineata to detect major clusters and then performing in-

dependent analyses in order to investigate further population struc-

turing within each major cluster.

SNP phylogenies and coalescence species-trees. We constructed

preliminary phylogenomic trees to evaluate datasets with different

levels of missing data. The 90% or 75% datasets returned topologic-

ally identical trees, although the latter gave trees with slightly stron-

ger clade-support. Allowing for more missing data (50% dataset)

resulted in unresolved topologies and/or lower nodal support. We

also tested the effect of admixed individuals on tree topologies, and

run tests after removing individuals at different levels of admixture.

Accordingly, downstream analyses ran on the 75% dataset, rooting

trees with E. sauromates (the sister-species of E. quatuorlineata;

Lenk et al. 2001) and removing admixed individuals if their mem-

bership probability to a given cluster was Q<0.95 (or Q¼0.85 for

the case of Italy where all individuals were admixed, see details in

“Results” section).

A phylogenomic ML tree was constructed using the concaten-

ated ddRAD loci with IQ-TREE. We used the “Auto” option

for best-fit substitution model and tested nodal support via 1,000

bootstrap alignments and 1,000 SH-aLRT tests. We also applied the

coalescent approach SVDquartets 1.0 (Chifman and Kubatko 2014)

implemented in PAUP*4.0b10 (Swofford 2003) which infers trees

for subsets of 4 samples and estimates the species tree using a

quartet assembly method. We evaluated all possible quartets, with

and without prior assignment to populations (as resulted from the

clustering analyses), and estimated statistical support with non-

parametric bootstrapping of 1,000 replicates.

Finally, we estimated a species-tree under the Bayesian multispe-

cies coalescent framework of SNAPP 1.3 (Bryant et al. 2012) imple-

mented in BEAST2 2.8 (Bouckaert et al. 2014). We used the 75%

uSNPs dataset (without E. sauromates) transformed into a biallelic

format. Individuals were assigned to populations (“species”) based

on the clustering results and the phylogenomic reconstructions.

SNAPP can be computationally demanding, depending on the num-

ber of individuals included in the analysis (Bryant et al. 2012), so we

used a reduced dataset (maximum of 3 individuals per “species”)

and removed most admixed individuals (see “Results” section).

Mutation rates (u, v) were both fixed at 1.0 and the coalescent rate

was set to 10. For the Yule model, we specified mean values for the

two priors representing the speciation rate lambda (k ¼ a � b ¼
1,500; set as a ¼ 2, b ¼ 750) and theta (h ¼ a/b ¼ 2�10�4 set as a
¼ 40, b ¼ 200,000) as broad gamma distributions. We estimated

the tree height (maximum observed divergence between any pair of

taxa divided by two) using our own ddRAD dataset containing all

variable and constant characters and then utilized the script pyule

(https://github.com/joaks1/pyule) to determine the mean value of k.

For the mean value of h, we estimated the percentage of poly-

morphic sites within each of the defined populations, so our value

implies 0.02% variation between two randomly sampled individuals

in a population.

We performed 2 independent runs with a chain length of 3�106

generations, sampling every 1,000 generations. We checked conver-

gence (ESS > 200) and determined burn-in (25%) with TRACER

and evaluated the posterior distribution of trees with DensiTree. We

combined the runs using LogCombiner and created a maximum

clade credibility (MCC) tree with TreeAnnotator, visualized with

FigTree.

Estimation of migration events. To investigate the admixture

history within E. quatuorlineata, we applied a population-tree infer-

ence model as implemented in TREEMIX 1.3 (Pickrell and

Pritchard 2012). In this analysis, a bifurcating ML population-tree is

inferred with leaves (tips) representing extant populations, internal

nodes representing ancestral ones and connections between nodes

(migration points) interpreted as migration events that led to admix-

ture in the leaf population. TREEMIX assumes that allele-frequency

differences between populations are solely caused by genetic drift

(Pickrell and Pritchard 2012) and was originally designed for whole-

genome datasets in population studies and possibly shorter time-

scales and different evolutionary models in respect to species-tree in-

ference methods (Wu 2015). Typically, this analysis is performed on

SNPs aligned against a reference genome, split into shorter “blocks”

and rearranged in repeats, in order to correct for linkage disequilib-

rium (Pickrell and Pritchard 2012). In de novo built ddRAD datasets

this cannot be fully accomplished because there is no certain way of

recognizing loci that might be linked. To balance this uncertainty,

we followed the common practice (e.g., Spinks et al. 2014; Alter

et al. 2017) and included only what are considered to be unlinked

SNPs (one randomly chosen SNP per ddRAD locus). We assigned

individuals to “populations,” following the results of the population

clustering and the phylogenomic and species-tree analyses. We used

the 75% biallelic uSNPs, including all the four-lined snake samples

and performed several preliminary tests in order to investigate the

effect of different population clustering and the presence of admixed

individuals, progressively adding migration events (m) up to a total

of 8. Although rooting trees is suggested for the TREEMIX inference

(Pickrell and Pritchard 2012), we also considered unrooted trees, in

order to avoid forcing a topological constrain that might artificially

split populations of common ancestry.

Results

Mitochondrial gene tree and estimation of divergence

times
Our final cytb dataset (51 sequences of 1,117 bp) included several

new localities for E. quatuorlineata from the Ionian Islands

(Kerkyra, Zakynthos, and Lefkada), Aegean Islands (Naxos, Tinos,

Andros, and Kea), Skyros Island, and Peloponnesos, as well as E.

sauromates sequences from northeast Greece and Asia Minor

(Figure 1, Supplementary Table S1, GenBank Accession Numbers

MH444309–MH444359).

Since different measures of nodal support have different interpre-

tations, we considered nodes strongly supported when SH-aLRT/

abayes �80%, UFboot �95%, and BS >80% (Minh et al. 2017). In

this context and in line with preliminary analyses (Kornilios et al.

2014), the mitochondrial phylogeny revealed three strongly sup-

ported clades within E. quatuorlineata, although relationships

among them were not fully resolved (Figure 2). The first clade

included most populations from the Cyclades islands (Naxos from

Central Cyclades and Andros from North Cyclades). The next clade

included all individuals from Skyros (Northern Aegean) and one in-

dividual from Tinos (North Cyclades) and the last clade all remain-

ing populations. The last clade further split into three sub-clades,

grouping 1) individuals from Kerkyra and its most adjacent contin-

ental region, 2) all the Italian samples, but two (Eq4062 and

Eq5383) and 3) these two Italian samples and all the remaining
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populations from Peloponnesos, East and West continental Greece

(assigning east and west populations with respect to the Pindos Mt.

Range; Figure 1). The phylogenetic pattern revealed in the case of

Tinos was unexpected. Despite its geographical position within the

North Cyclades (Figure 1), the mitochondrial haplotype found in

Tinos was very distinct from the other Cycladian haplotypes and dif-

fered by 3–4 mutations from the haplotypes of Skyros, thus resulting

in its peculiar placement within the Skyros clade instead of the

Cyclades clade (Figure 2). Individuals from Kerkyra and Italy were

well-differentiated from all the remaining mainland populations.

Excluding Kerkyra, extremely low levels of mtDNA variation were

found within the Balkans.

The time-calibrated tree included one sequence from each clade

found in the mitochondrial tree (Supplementary Figure S1). The split

between E. quatuorlineata and E. sauromates occurred in the Late

Miocene [6.7 Ma, 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD) intervals:

4.5–9.2 Ma]. The E. quatuorlineata radiation, which led to the three

major clades, occurred in the mid-Pliocene [time of most recent

common ancestor (TMRCA) 3.2 Ma, 4.4–2.2 Ma]. During the

Pleistocene (TMRCA 0.9 Ma, 0.5–1.5 Ma) the last clade further

split into three sub-clades.

Analyses of genome-wide SNPs
Illumina sequencing of ddRAD libraries originally included 33 indi-

viduals but three samples (Eq31.29, Eq5383, Eq60) were removed

due to their low number of reads (< 50.000). For the remaining

samples (28 E. quatuorlineata and 2 E. sauromates), the number of

reads per individual ranged between 0.8 and 7.4 million (mean ¼
2.6). The size of the E. quatuorlineata dataset with no missing data

was 2,321 total filtered loci (and 2,052 when E. sauromates was

included). Allowing 25% of missing data increased the number of

loci to 11,803 (11,931 including E. sauromates). The maximum

number of SNPs found per locus was 8. A detailed presentation of

the number of loci, SNPs, or uSNPs produced through different data

filtering is given in Tables 1 and 2 and details on the type and size of

each of the datasets used in our final analyses are presented below.

Genetic clusters. DAPC analysis included all E. quatuorlineata

samples and returned five or four clusters as equally supported

Figure 2. ML phylogenetic tree based on the complete cytb dataset. Coding in terminal nodes refer to samples in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1. Numbers

in branches give the respective nodal support estimated as standard bootstrap values/ultrafast bootstrap values/SH-like approximate likelihood ratio test/approxi-

mate Bayes posterior probabilities. The time of divergence (mean and 95% HPD intervals values in millions of years, Mya) are also given for nodes that were rep-

resented in the molecular-clock analysis (Supplementary Table S1, Figure S1). Inset: Typical morphotype corresponding to E. quatuorlineata quatuorlineata

(Photo by P.K.).
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optimal number of clusters (Figure 3A). In the first case (Figure 3B

and 3C), the five clusters were 1) Central Cyclades, 2) North

Cyclades, 3) populations from West Continental Greece and adja-

cent islands, Italy, and Peloponnesos, 4) populations from East

Continental Greece, and 5) Skyros. In the second case, the four-clus-

ters were the same as above with the exception of either Skyros

grouped with East Continental Greece populations (Figure 3D) or

North Cyclades grouped together with the Central Cyclades

(Figure 3E).

Analysis with STRUCTURE (Figure 4A) ran first on the same

dataset, including all E. quatuorlineata samples. Five independent

runs converged to Kopt ¼ 2, that is, one cluster for the Central

Cyclades and one for all other populations, with the North Cyclades

individuals showing admixture with the Central Cyclades cluster (Q

values of 0.26 and 0.19, respectively). Then we repeated the ana-

lysis, after excluding all samples from the Cyclades islands. The

remaining populations clustered in Kopt ¼ 5, corresponding to five

geographical regions 1) Italy, 2) Kerkyra, 3) Peloponnesos and West

Continental Greece 4) East Continental Greece and 5) Skyros. With

the exception of those from Kerkyra and Skyros, all other individu-

als were more or less admixed, for example, all the Italian individu-

als showed admixture with the pure Kerkyra cluster (ranging from

0.14 to 0.35), whereas the remaining Ionian Islands (Lefkada and

Zakynthos) and West Continental Greece were found admixed with

elements of all western clusters.

Phylogenomic and species-trees. All our tree analyses returned

the same strongly supported phylogeny that split E. quatuorlineata

into three major clades. The first one to split was the Cyclades

islands, followed by a more recent split into an East clade with all

populations from East Continental Greece and Skyros, and a West

clade with all the remaining populations (Figures 4B and 5A). These

major groupings and the relationships among them were retained

irrespectively of the presence of admixed individuals

(Supplementary Figures S2 and S3). However, in our final analyses,

admixed individuals that showed a membership probability to a

given cluster of Q<0.95 were removed, with the exception of two

individuals from Italy. Since all Italian specimens were found to be

admixed but still represent a distinct genetic cluster (Figure 4A), we

included the two Italian individuals with the highest membership

probability (Q¼0.85) in all final analyses in order to obtain infor-

mation on the phylogenetic position of this Italian cluster.

The final ML analysis of the concatenated ddRAD loci (21

individuals) detected further sub-groups within the East and West

clade with strong to moderate support (Figure 4B). The East

clade included two subgroups (one for northeast populations and

one for the southeast populations þ Skyros). The West included

three for Peloponnesos, Italy, and Kerkyra and supported the closer

relationship of the last two. The final SVDquartets analysis (includ-

ing the same 21 individuals without prior assignment to popula-

tions) was mostly in agreement with the concatenated ML tree.

Their difference was that the SVDquartets tree did not support a

closer relationship of Skyros with the southeastern populations from

Continental Greece, but rather an unresolved relationship among

three eastern sub-clades (Northeast, Southeast, and Skyros). Also,

the monophyly of Peloponnesos was not supported (Figure 4B).

Two species-tree coalescence-based analyses were conducted

with a priori assignment to populations, that is, Central Cyclades,

Skyros, Southeast and Northeast, Peloponnesos, Kerkyra and Italy;

SNAPP with a reduced dataset of 16 individuals and SVDquartets

with the aforementioned 21 individuals assigned to populations. In

our final SNAPP analysis we included the two Italian individuals

with Q¼0.85, given that the SNAPP model assumes a lack of gene

flow but can accommodate incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) (Bryant

et al. 2012). For the Italian samples 1) it is reasonable to assume

that there is no current gene flow between Italian and Greek popula-

tions, given their allopatric distribution, 2) the membership prob-

ability to their cluster was lower than Q<0.95 but still relatively

Table 1. Summary of the ddRAD data matrices as resulted from the iPyRAD pipeline

iPyRAD parameters Minimum % of individuals

for a given locus (total number

of individuals included during filtering)

100 (28) 90 (30) 75 (30) 50 (30)

Filtering Statistics Number of prefiltered loci 45,915 47,670 47,670 47,670

Number of filtered loci 2,321 7,543 11,931 17,640

Total number of base pairs 93,032 302,558 478,587 707,588

Number of SNPs 725 3,572 5,649 8,339

Number of uSNPs 531 2,518 3,929 5,602

This includes information on the number of prefiltered and filtered loci, the total number of base pairs, and the number of SNPs and unlinked uSNPs, given for 4

different datasets. Each dataset was built with different percentages of missing data, expressed as % of individuals for a given locus: 100% (0% missing data, i.e.,

all loci present for all samples), 90%, 75%, and 50% (respectively 10%, 25%, and 50% missing data, i.e., all loci present for at least 90%, 75%, and 50% of the

samples). The number of samples included during the filtering for each dataset is given in parentheses (E. quatuorlineata samples with or without E. sauromates).

Table 2. The ddRAD datasets (size and number of included individ-

uals shown in parentheses) used in the respective final analyses

Analyses Type of dataset Size of dataset

(individuals included)

DAPC uSNPS 531 (28)

STRUCTURE uSNPS 531 (28)

646 (24)

ML after concatenation total base pairs (bp) 477,705 (21)

SVDquartets uSNPS 2,430 (21)

SNAPP biallelic uSNPS 2,612 (16)

TREEMIX uSNPS 2,628 (26)

DAPC analysis was performed to investigate population structure and

STRUCTURE analysis to further identify individuals with genetic admixture

within E. quatuorlineata (including or excluding the samples from the

Cyclades islands). Phylogenomic trees were constructed with the concatenated

ML and SVDquartets methods after removing admixed individuals and with

E. sauromates as the outgroup. Species-tree inferred with SNAPP used a

reduced dataset of non-admixed E. quatuorlineata individuals and migration

events were inferred with TREEMIX, after removing only 2 admixed E. qua-

tuorlineata individuals. Further information on which individuals were

removed or retained in every case is presented in the text.
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Figure 3. Results of the DAPC analysis for the population clustering of E. quatuorlineata based on the uSNPs dataset. (A) Plot of the ln likelihood values estimated

under the BIC to the number of clusters (up to K¼12) found. The plot shows an almost equal support for K¼4 and K¼5. (B) Map showing the approximate geo-

graphical distribution of 5 clusters and (C) scatterplot of the two first components inferred for K¼5. (D) and (E) Respective scatterplots inferred for K¼4. Insets in

each scatterplot represent the number of principal component analysis (PCA) and discriminant analysis (DA) eigenvalues retained in each analysis.

Figure 4. (A) Hierarchical population clustering with STRUCTURE using 2 uSNPs datasets; including all E. quatuorlineata and excluding individuals from

Cyclades islands (Naxos, Andros and Tinos). Q represents the membership probability of each individual to a given cluster. (B) ML phylogenomic tree based on

the concatenated ddRAD loci dataset, including non-admixed E. quatuorlineata individuals (see text for details) and E. sauromates as outgroup. Numbers in

branches give the respective nodal support estimated as standard bootstrap values/SH-like approximate likelihood ratio/bootstrap values estimated for the same

nodes inferred by the SVDquartets analysis.
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high and 3) preliminary testing showed that including them did not

alter the relationships among the remaining individuals. According

to our final analyses, in both SNAPP and SVDquartets trees

(Figure 5A) the Central Cyclades split first and all other populations

form its sister-clade, which further split into an East and a West

group. Within the West group, Peloponnesos is sister to the Kerkyra

þ Italy clade. In the East group, SNAPP supports the monophyly of

the Southeast þ Northeast clade but SVDquartets cannot resolve

their relationship with respect to Skyros.

Migration estimated with TREEMIX.The number and direction-

ality of estimated migration points were the same irrespectively of

the included admixed individuals. Unrooted trees and trees rooted

with Central Cyclades showed only minor differences in likelihood

values. North Cyclades and the western Greek mainland plus two

adjacent islands (Lefkada and Zakynthos) were treated as independ-

ent “populations” to test whether genomic immigration could ex-

plain their admixed pattern. Final analysis included a total of 26

individuals; we retained all the admixed individuals of North

Cyclades, Italy and western Greek mainland (forming the popula-

tions of N. Cyclades, Italy and West, respectively) and removed the

two individuals from Lefkada and Zakynthos islands. This dataset

resulted in the best-fit unrooted tree with the highest likelihood

(Figure 5B), which reached a plateau after including four migration

points 1) from East to West, 2) from a pre-ancestral population of

East and Skyros to North Cyclades, 3) from Kerkyra to Italy and 4)

from Peloponnesos to West.

Discussion

The ancient lineage of the Cyclades Plateau
Mitochondrial phylogenies of E. quatuorlineata (Kornilios et al.

2014; this study, Figure 2) depicted three major lineages correspond-

ing to the Central Aegean Islands of the Cyclades group that

diverged first, the North Aegean island of Skyros (also including the

North Cycladian Island of Tinos in this study) and all the remaining

Italian and Balkan populations. Population clustering and phylogen-

etic analyses of genome-wide SNPs portrayed a more complex geo-

graphical pattern. Genomic results also identified the Central

Cyclades as a genetically homogenous, very distinct lineage that was

the first to diverge from the common ancestor of E. quatuorlineata

(Figures 4B and 5A). North and Central Cyclades populations share

the Cycladian mtDNA haplotypes; however, North Cyclades were

found admixed between the Cycladian and mainland genomic clus-

ters (Figures 4A and 5B).

Speciation within E. quatuorlineata began in the mid-Pliocene

(3.3 Mya) with the split of the central Aegean Islands’ lineage,

according to our time-calibrated mitochondrial phylogeny (Figure 2,

Supplementary Figure S1). During the Pliocene, the central Aegean

Islands formed a continuous landmass, the Cyclades Plateau (CP;

Figure 1B), separated from the mainland in the west but connected

with it in the north (Dermitzakis and Papanikolaou 1981). It

remained so until some 3.5 Mya, when the land bridge between

today’s Evvoia and Andros Islands submerged (Anastasakis et al.

2006) and never re-established. This vicariant event isolated the an-

cestral population of the Cyclades and led to the differentiation of

the Cycladian lineage. Similar and synchronous diversification pat-

terns are also observed in other reptiles (e.g., Ursenbacher et al.

2008; Kyriazi et al. 2013). Pleistocenic paleogeographic reconstruc-

tions (Kapsimalis et al. 2009) show the eventual breaking of the CP

into two smaller island groups: one north (including Andros and

Tinos) and one south (including Paros and Naxos) (Figure 1b), until

the final separation of contemporary islands.

The paleogeography of the region and the genomic and mito-

chondrial data (Kornilios et al. 2014; present study) suggest that the

Cycladian lineage is probably distributed in all the central Aegean

Islands where the four-lined snake occurs (Figure 1B). This lineage,

which corresponds to the morphologically distinct muenteri mor-

photype and possibly also parensis, has remained isolated for more

than 3 My. The Cycladian lineage represents the sister-lineage to all

the remaining four-lined snakes, thus suggesting that E. quatuorli-

neata should be best treated as a species-complex with at least two

sister-taxa.

Ancient mitogenome retained in insular populations
Increasing our sampling in this study, we revealed an unexpected

pattern for Tinos island. Despite its geographical position within the

North Cyclades (Figure 1), the mitochondrial haplotype found in

Tinos was very distinct from the other Cycladian haplotypes and

placed within the Skyros clade instead of the Cyclades clade

(Figure 2). The placement of Tinos and Skyros appears to be in

A B

Figure 5. (A) Coalescent species-tree for E. quatuorlineata produced by SNAPP analysis on the uSNPs dataset, transformed into biallelic format. The MCC tree is

over-imposed on the posterior distribution of the 95% HPD set of tree-topologies graph. Numbers in branches give the respective support estimated as posterior

probability values for the MCC tree/bootstrap values estimated for the same nodes inferred by the SVDquartets analysis. (B) TREEMIX admixture graph with 4 mi-

gration events (i–iv). The strength (migration weight as the fraction of ancestry derived from the migration source) and directionality of the inferred introgression

is indicated by the colored arrows. The plot of the ln likelihood values to the number of migration edges (m) up to m¼8 is also given.
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conflict between the two phylogenies. According to the mitochon-

drial phylogeny, the next phylogenetic event after the split of

Cyclades is the separation of Skyros. Our time-calibrated mtDNA

tree dated this event at �2.8 Mya (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure

S1). Skyros Island has been isolated from the mainland during the

past 4.5–5.0 My (Dermitzakis 1990) which would suggest an early

overseas dispersal. However, genomic data did not support an early

diversification event. Clustering analyses grouped Skyros together

with all east mainland populations or as a distinct group close to the

east mainland (Figure 3B—E). Phylogenomic and species-tree analy-

ses (Figures 4B and 5A) nested Skyros within the clade of mainland

populations from East Greece. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the

Skyros population has remained genetically isolated for the past 3.0

My, as suggested by the mitochondrial dating. The overall genetic

pattern better fits a recent transmarine dispersal of individuals with

an ancestral mitogenome that colonized the island. Overseas disper-

sal is not uncommon in reptiles, and snakes have been known to

overcome sea barriers, especially during periods when sea level is

low due to climatic factors (Nagy et al. 2003; Kyriazi et al. 2013).

Skyros was probably colonized from east mainland but we can-

not accurately place the source of this colonization based on our

phylogenomic reconstructions (Figures 4 and 5) and we cannot rule

out colonization from an unsampled area. The best candidate is the

nearby island of Evvoia, the closest land west of Skyros, where

E. quatuorlineata is also distributed (Figure 1B). The geographical

position of Evvoia being the most proximate land to the North

Cyclades further explains the unexpected mitochondrial resem-

blance between Skyros and Tinos. If this hypothesis is correct, then

Evvoia could also be the source of the re-colonization of the North

Cyclades. These islands are expected to harbor two mitochondrial

types, the “Central Cyclades” type and the “Evvoia/Skyros” type

and admixed genomic DNA with elements from the mainland and

the Central Cyclades. Our results from STRUCTURE (Figure 4A)

and TREEMIX (Figure 5B) strongly support this hypothesis, show-

ing admixture and a migration event from an ancestral eastern

population to the North Cyclades. The alternative scenario of a dir-

ect colonization of North Cyclades from Skyros would be biogeo-

graphically unprecedented and extreme, whereas it is not backed up

by our phylogenomic reconstructions.

Under this light, the peculiar mtDNA placement of Tinos may

not be so peculiar after all but rather gives additional evidence of

introgression in both the maternal and biparental genome. We pro-

pose that it is the absence of differentiated mtDNA in east mainland

populations in our present data that conceal the mitochondrial di-

vergence of E. quatuorlineata into a West and an East lineage. In

this context, the mitochondrial lineage of Skyros and Tinos actually

represents an ancestral East mainland lineage that split some 3.0

Mya (Figure 2). This ancient lineage could be entirely extinct; other-

wise it may still be restricted in eastern mainland populations and

could be found in future sampling.

Expansion from refugia and genomic introgression
Within the third clade of the mitochondrial gene-tree (Figure 2),

individuals from Kerkyra and Italy formed two sister-lineages and

were well-differentiated from all the remaining populations distrib-

uted throughout the Balkan Peninsula (see also Kornilios et al.

2014). In addition, according to our genomic data and contrary to

the mtDNA, the mainland populations were clearly clustered in an

east and a west group, both including sub-clusters that also followed

a geographical pattern and showed more or less extended admixture

between them (Figures 4A and 5B). However, following the

aforementioned reasoning of an eastern mtDNA lineage represented

here only by Skyros–Tinos, we can conclude that the maternal phyl-

ogeny is in line with the genomic analyses and both support the dif-

ferentiation of the continental populations into an east and a west

group. This east-west differentiation probably reflects the role of the

Pindos Mt. (Figure 1A), a mountain range which descends from the

western Balkans into Greece and has acted as a barrier between west

and east populations of many animal taxa distributed in the

Balkans, including reptiles (e.g., Ursenbacher et al. 2008; Psonis

et al. 2017).

The west group includes the four-lined snakes of the Italian and

the west Balkan Peninsulas clustered in respective genetic sub-

groups which coincide with the three mitochondrial lineages of

Italy, Kerkyra and the Greek mainland (Figures 2–5). This split is

dated during the Pleistocene (1.5–0.5 Mya; Figure 2) and may reflect

the restriction of ancestral populations in refugia linked to the gla-

cial/interglacial Pleistocenic cycles. The Italian and Balkan

Peninsulas have played a well-known role as Pleistocenic refugia

associated with the diversification of European species (Hewitt

2011). Our genomic analyses identified pure or almost pure clusters

(Figure 4A) that correspond well to these two major refugia and fur-

ther suggest the existence of multiple refugia-within-refugia in the

Balkans (Nieto-Feliner 2011), such as Kerkyra and Peloponnesos.

The latter is a known refugial area and an important biodiversity

hotspot, with several endemic taxa, as well as intraspecific phylo-

genetic lineages (Thanou et al. 2014 and references therein).

Kerkyra and/or the northwestern adjacent mainland emerges as a

putative northern sub-refugium, where a differentiated lineage sur-

vived and subsequently expanded northwards and southwards,

given that expansion toward the east was probably restricted by the

Pindos Mt. Despite the distributional gap between them, popula-

tions in Italy and Greece share a few common mitochondrial haplo-

types (Figure 2), genomic admixture (Figure 4A), and a migration

point from Kerkyra to Italy (Figure 5B). There is historical evidence

of human-mediated dispersal from Greece to Italy in recent times

that may have induced this genetic admixture (Kornilios et al.

2014).

Finally, an extensive pattern of admixture was found among E.

quatuorlineata of southwestern Greece. This area shares nuclear

genomes from two “pure” clusters, a southern one (Peloponnesos)

and a northern one (Kerkyra) (Figure 4A) and according to

TREEMIX (Figure 5B), two migration points from Peloponnesos

and East are directed there. This implies the conjunction of genetic-

ally pure populations that met in this area as they expanded toward

each other. The eastern source of genomic introgression is a current-

ly undefined sub-refugium in the east (e.g., Evvoia) and seems to

have expanded to the west of continental Greece, colonized Skyros

in the northeast and re-colonized North Cyclades in the southeast.

Overall, the phylogeographic patterns inferred by merging mtDNA

and genomic results suggest that the divergence within E. quatuorli-

neata was driven by cycles of isolation and secondary contact among

several differentiated ancient populations. The subsequent genetic

exchange ranged from extensive to very restricted, depending on the

paleogeographic connections and the landscape features of the

region.

Mitochondrial sweep across the mainland
In contrast to the West/East divergence revealed by the analysis

of biparentally inherited genome-wide SNPs (Figures 3–5), all

Peloponnesian, East and West Greek populations share the same

maternally inherited mitogenome (Figure 2). This “west”
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mitochondrial type seems to be extensively distributed throughout

continental Greece and the entire Balkan Peninsula (see also

Kornilios et al. 2014). Some degree of mitonuclear discordance may

be attributed to genetic drift and ILS and the fact that individual

gene-trees may deviate from the species-tree. Even so, ILS cannot

sufficiently explain the pattern revealed here, since other mitochon-

drial lineages (e.g., Italy and Kerkyra) have been well-differentiated

in the same time and in concordance for mitochondrial and nuclear

data. Furthermore, mitonuclear discordance that arises from ILS is

not expected to leave any predictable biogeographic pattern, so ILS

can usually be ruled out when strong geographic inconsistencies are

found (Funk and Omland 2003; Toews and Brelsford 2012), as is

the case of E. quatuorlineata. Given the restricted geographical

distribution of the ancient “east” mitochondrial type (currently

sampled in Skyros and Tinos), the discrepancies between our SNP

and mtDNA phylogenies can be explained by an extreme case of

mitochondrial introgression (such as mitochondrial sweep or cap-

ture) throughout the mainland populations.

Genetic exchange may not be symmetrical between incompletely

isolated populations that reach contact (Sloan et al. 2017). For neu-

tral alleles, introgression usually shows a directional movement

from the stable (or local) population into the expanding (invader)

one, due to the small number of immigrants. Excoffier et al. (2008)

proposed three mechanisms: 1) progressive dilution of the invader’s

genome by the local population’s genome, 2) contrasting population

dynamics (growth vs. decline of the population size for the invader

and local population, respectively) and 3) increasing frequency of

local alleles into the invader’s growing population due to genetic

drift and the continuous supply of new copies through hybridiza-

tion. In any case, individuals in the area of contact have admixed

genomes but as expansion progresses, the invading population will

eventually lose any alleles transferred from the local population.

However, the mitochondrial replacement of an entire population

with the mtDNA of another population may also occur, due to se-

lective pressure (Ballard and Whitlock 2004; Chan and Levin 2005)

or non-adaptive evolutionary mechanisms that preferentially affect

cytoplasmic genomes (Sloan et al. 2017). As for non-adaptive mech-

anisms, lineage sorting is more rapid for mtDNA, so mitochondrial

replacement is more common than the replacement of sections of

the nuclear genome (Chan and Levin 2005; Currat et al. 2008).

Secondary contact between genetically distinct, hybridizing popula-

tions, which show great differences in range size or abundance, can

also promote mtDNA introgression (Funk and Omland 2003).

Finally, sex-biased dispersal may also cause greater introgression for

uniparentally inherited genomic parts that are associated with the

least dispersing sex, for example, the mtDNA in species for which

females disperse less. Local females hybridize with dispersing males

and although the male parental genome is transmitted to future gen-

erations, the offsprings will always contain the local mitogenome

(Excoffier et al. 2008; Toews and Brelsford 2012).

In the case of E. quatuorlineata, the prevalence of the “west”

mitogenome over the “east” suggests that an east population acted

as the invader population and a west as the local, assuming adaptive

neutrality (Excoffier et al. 2008; Currat et al. 2008). This is in agree-

ment with the migration event reported by the TREEMIX analysis

of our genomic markers (Figure 5B), which showed introgression

from the East into the West populations. Expanding from its re-

spective sub-refugium, the ancestral eastern population invaded the

west parts of continental Greece, already inhabited by four-lined

snakes of the “west” mitochondrial type. As the invader’s front

moved toward the west, “east” was gradually replaced by the

“west” mitochondrial type, due to asymmetric mitochondrial intro-

gression. Following the typical pattern of mitochondrial sweep, the

“west” type is currently fixed throughout the mainland and the

“east” type is probably rare or even extinct at the east parts of con-

tinental Greece, retained only in peripheral insular populations

(Skyros).

If females are the least dispersing sex for the four-lined snake,

the maternally inherited mtDNA is expected to experience far

greater introgression than the biparentally inherited genomic SNP

(Excoffier et al. 2008). The dispersal behavior of E. quatuorlineata

is not known and in fact few snake species have been studied to

reveal any general movement or dispersal patterns. However, cap-

ture–recapture, mortality rate, and population genetics studies show

that male-biased dispersal could be common for snakes, particularly

during the mating season when they actively search for partners

(Pernetta et al. 2011 and references therein). Particularly for rat-

snakes, there is evidence that females show a higher site fidelity to

their hibernacula and mate-searching males travel longer distances

(Bonnet et al. 1999; Blouin-Demers et al. 2005).

A growing number of studies report extensive mtDNA introgres-

sion between closely related taxa of mammals (e.g., Beysard et al.

2011), birds (e.g., Friis et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018), amphibians

(e.g., Wielstra and Arntzen 2012; Bisconti et al. 2018), lizards (e.g.,

McGuire et al. 2007), and snakes (Barbanera et al. 2009; Kindler

et al. 2013). In the majority of studies, this can be attributed mostly

to the geographical isolation and secondary contact of the taxa

involved (Toews and Brelsford 2012). Discordant patterns between

mtDNA and nuDNA can also arise if selection for mtDNA variants

varies geographically (Bierne et al. 2013). Some empirical studies

found evidence of mitochondrial capture between closely related

species of amphibians and reptiles that could be associated to the

thermal adaptation of these poikilotherms (Weisrock et al. 2005;

Sequeira et al. 2011; Bryson et al. 2014). Although the observed pat-

tern and directionality of mitochondrial introgression in E. quatuor-

lineata fits well with our assumption of genetic neutrality, the effect

of natural selection cannot be dismissed.

Overall, our hypothesis of distinct genetic lineages within

the four-lined snake that were, respectively, isolated in multiple sub-

refugia is supported. For the mainland populations throughout the

Balkans, where biogeographical barriers did not restrict dispersal,

gene flow is restored, leading to extensive genetic exchange between

them and most possibly mitochondrial sweep. Peripheral insular

populations (Cyclades, Skyros, and possibly Evvoia) still act as refu-

gia for the survival of ancient genetic polymorphism. Considering

their distinct morphology and in order to provide the basis for taxo-

nomic and conservation decisions, these populations should be the

future focus of an extensive sampling. Moreover, their morphologic-

al differences need to be further addressed, especially under the light

of adaptation related to island-dwarfism and the possibility of an

adaptive selection driving mitonuclear discordance.
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